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BRUSSELS: The US and Australian decision to
strip France of a submarine supply contract is a
stark reminder the EU must bolster its capacity to
act independently, French and German ministers
said yesterday. “It is once again a wake-up call for
all of us in the European Union to ask ourselves
how we can strengthen our sovereignty, how we can
present a united front even on issues relevant to
foreign and security policy,” Germany’s minister for
European affairs Michael Roth said, arriving at min-
isterial talks in Brussels.

The show of solidarity from Germany and the
EU’s top officials was welcomed by France, which
said the breakdown of trust with Washington
strengthened the case for Europe to set its own
strategic course. France’s minister for European
affairs Clement Beaune called the row “a European
issue” not simply a French one, and that Paris
expected support from EU partners. “I don’t think
France is overreacting and I don’t think France
should overreact. But when a situation is worrying,
is serious, I think it’s also our responsibility to state
it very clearly,” he said.

France is furious that the United States, Australia
and Britain worked behind its back to negotiate
their AUKUS defense pact and replace Canberra’s

multi-billion-dollar order of French submarines with
US ones. The European Commission said it was
considering whether the diplomatic storm would
affect a gathering of a new EU-US Trade and
Technology Council in Pittsburgh on September 29
to discuss ways to cooperate on trade and regulat-
ing big tech. “We are analyzing the impact that the

AUKUS announcement would have on this date,”
European Commission spokesman Eric Mamer said.

France’s minister for trade Franck Riester has not
yet decided whether on travelling to Pittsburgh, a
source close to him told AFP. He was not formally
part of the EU negotiating team, which is made up
of European Commission officials. An EU diplomat

said France had “floated” the idea of delaying the
TTC meeting, though they face opposition from the
Baltic republics, which border Russia and set great
store in the NATO alliance.

‘Irritated’ France
The European Commission, which handles trade

policy for the EU’s 27 member states, already said
on Monday it was looking into delaying negotia-
tions with Australia on Canberra’s three-year bid to
secure an EU trade deal. Arnoldas Pranckevicius,
the Lithuanian deputy minister for European Affairs,
told reporters that overcoming the mistrust would
be in the interests of both Europe and the US and
that his government “would be the last ... standing in
defense of transatlantic unity”.

Sweden’s EU minister Hans Dahlgren also
expressed reserve, saying he understood French
irritation but his country wanted more detail on
what happened over the submarine deal. “I don’t
think we should restructure the EU’s trade policy
because of this,” he said. The creation of an EU-US
tech council was agreed at a summit in June.
Washington was expected to use it to seek deeper
support from the Europeans on curbing the ambi-
tions of emerging superpower China. —AFP 

France fumes 
over AUKUS 
defense pact

WASHINGTON: The home of the French Ambassador to the US, Philippe Etienne, is seen in Washington, DC. France has recalled its ambassadors to the United States, Philippe Etienne, and Australia, Jean-Pierre
Thebault, for consultations in a ferocious row over the scrapping of a submarine contract. — AFP 

Shock in Germany 
after cashier shot 
dead in mask row
FRANKFURT: Germany reacted with shock
and outrage yesterday after a 20-year-old
petrol station worker was shot dead by a cus-
tomer angry about being asked to put on a
mask while buying beer. The killing on Saturday
evening in the western town of Idar-Oberstein is
believed to be the first in Germany linked to the
government’s coronavirus rules. The row started
when the cashier, a student, told the customer to
put on a face mask, as required in all German
shops. After a brief argument, the man left.

The suspect then returned about an hour
and a half later, this time wearing a mask. But as
he brought his six-pack of beer to the till, he
took off the mask and another discussion
ensued. “The perpetrator then pulled out a
revolver and shot him straight in the head,”
prosecutor Kai Fuhrmann told reporters on
Monday. The suspect, a 49-year-old German
man, walked to a police station the following
day to turn himself in. He was arrested and has
confessed to the murder.

He told police he felt “cornered” by the coro-
navirus measures, which he perceived as an
“ever-growing infringement on his rights” and
he had seen “no other way out”, Fuhrmann said.
Idar-Oberstein mayor Frank Fruehauf called it
“an unfathomable, terrible act”, and residents
have laid flowers and candles outside the petrol
station. The murder comes just days before
Germans head to the polls for a general election
on September 26 that will see Chancellor
Angela Merkel bow out after 16 years.

Finance Minister Olaf Scholz from the cen-
tre-left Social Democrats, the current frontrun-
ner to succeed Merkel, said he was “shocked”
by the murder of someone who only wanted “to
protect himself and others”. “As a society, we
must resolutely stand up to hatred,” he tweeted.
Annalena Baerbock, the Green party’s candi-
date for the chancellery, said she was “shaken”
by the murder and “very concerned” about
growing radicalization in the anti-mask commu-
nity. Paul Ziemiak, general secretary of Merkel’s
CDU party, said the victim was “practically
executed” in an act that showed “an inconceiv-
able level of radicalization”.

‘Growing aggressiveness’ 
The Tagesspiegel newspaper said far-right

chat groups on Telegram were applauding the
murder, with one user writing “Here we go!!!”
while others posted thumbs-up emojis. Germany
has seen repeated protests from anti-mask
demonstrators throughout the pandemic, some
of them attracting tens of thousands of people.

The “Querdenker” (Lateral Thinkers) move-
ment has emerged as the loudest voice against
the government’s coronavirus curbs and regula-
tions. Its marches have drawn a wide mix of peo-
ple, including vaccine sceptics, neo-Nazis and
members of Germany’s far-right AfD party.
Foreign Minister Heiko Maas said the “hatred and
incitement” of Querdenker “divides our commu-
nity and kills people”. “They have no place in our
society,” he wrote on Twitter. — AFP 

Submarine row is ‘wake-up call’ 
France wins EU backing in sub row with US

KHARTOUM: A failed coup is
reported in Sudan, which has gone
through a fragile transition since the
overthrow of the autocratic Omar Al-
Bashir two years ago. Here is a recap
of events since the military dictator
was toppled.

2019: Bashir rule ends
On April 11, 2019, four months after

mass protests sparked by a hike in
bread prices spiral into wider
demands for reforms, Sudan’s army
remove Bashir from power. He is
replaced with a transitional military
government. Thousands camp in front
of army headquarters demanding
civilian rule. Talks between the gener-
als and protest leaders break down.

Bloody crackdown 
Armed men move in on the protest

camp on June 3 and dozens are killed in
a days-long crackdown. A feared para-
military group that sprang from the
notorious Janjaweed militia, accused of
war crimes in the 2003 Darfur conflict,
is blamed for the violence.

Power-sharing 
After the African Union intervenes,

civilian and military factions agree to
share power before a transition to
civilian rule. On August 17, a “consti-
tutional declaration” is signed. In
October, the government and rebel
groups who had fought Bashir’s iron-
fisted rule for decades agree a “per-
manent ceasefire” in the country’s
three war zones.

Bashir convicted
On December 14, Bashir is ordered

to be detained for two years after he

is convicted of corruption.
The autocrat has long been want-

ed by the International Criminal Court
(ICC) in The Hague to face charges of
genocide, war crimes and crimes
against humanity in the 2003 Darfur
conflict in which 300,000 people
died. A Khartoum prosecutor rejects
extradition as not “necessary”.

2020: Spreading unrest 
On March 9, 2020 Sudan’s premier

Abdalla Hamdok survives an assassi-
nation attempt which many see as a
bid to derail the transition. Inflation
skyrockets in April to 99 percent and
keeps rising as food prices soar after
borders are closed to tackle the coro-
navirus. The economic crisis deepens
in Sudan, already weakened by
decades of US sanctions and misman-
agement under Bashir. On June 30,
street demonstrations reiterate
demands for justice for people killed
under Bashir and during the protests
of recent years. The international
community pledges $1.8 billion to help
lift Sudan out of crisis.

Bashir tried for coup 
On July 21, 2020, Bashir goes on tri-

al in Khartoum for the 1989 coup that
brought him to power. The government
devalues the currency in a bid to curb
black market activity as it struggles
with an “economic emergency”.

Peace deal 
In October, Sudan signs a land-

mark peace deal with an alliance of
rebel groups. Two key rebel groups
refuse to sign and key tribes in
Sudan’s east also oppose it, saying it
is not representative of them. Also in

October, Sudan agrees to normalize
ties with Israel. This is seen as a quid
pro quo move before the US removes
Sudan from its State Sponsors of
Terrorism list in December.

Tension with Ethiopia 
In November 2020, confl ict

breaks out in Ethiopia’s northern
Tigray region, sending tens of thou-
sands of refugees into Sudan. The
fighting rekindles a decades-old dis-
pute between Sudan and Ethiopia
over the fertile border region of al-
Fashaga. Khartoum sends troops to
secure the area. The two countries
are already at odds over the Grand
Ethiopian Renaissance Dam, which
sparked a major regional dispute
over Nile river water that also
involves Egypt. In August 2021,
Ethiopia says it has thwarted an
attack on the dam by armed groups
“trained and armed by Sudan”, a
claim Khartoum denies as baseless.

2021: Fragile government 
Sudan in February announces a

new cabinet including seven ministers
from ex-rebel groups. In June,
Hamdok warns of fractures within the

civilian alliance which spearheaded
the anti-Bashir protests. He also
points to worrying splits within the
main security blocs.

Bashir to be handed over 
On August 11, Sudan’s cabinet says

it has agreed to hand Bashir over to
the ICC. The decision however awaits
ratification by the civilian-military
sovereign council.

Economic mire 
Sudan embarks on tough economic

reforms backed by the International
Monetary Fund to qualify for debt
relief. In February, it launches a man-
aged float of the Sudanese pound, and
in June it scraps subsidies on petrol
and diesel. The measures are seen by
many Sudanese as harsh and spark
sporadic protests.

Failed coup 
Khartoum announces a fai led

coup attempt by civilian and military
plotters linked to Bashir’s ousted
regime. Hamdok says the attempt
highlights the crisis gripping Sudan
and the urgent need for reforms in
the security sector. — AFP 

KHARTOUM: Cars drive past pedestrians along the Nile Street adjacent to the
Blue Nile river in Sudan’s capital Khartoum yesterday. — AFP 

Timeline: Sudan since 
the fall of Omar Bashir


